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Continuous monitoring of worldwide
oil & gas activity
PetroWire analyzes information accumulated from over
1,200+ industry sources.

Timely
PLS processes information within 24-48 hours.

Reliable
PetroWire has continuously tracked O&G activity
since 1998, rationalizing a growing mass of company
information and published reports.

Delivery on GIS platforms
The GIS option delivers georeferenced information
abstracts as dynamic data layers, which can be displayed
on a variety of mapping platforms such as
ArcGIS Flex Viewer or Google Earth.

Exhaustive
Documents & press reports are analyzed in entirety with
no editorial bias. PetroWire provides unparalleled breadth
and depth of coverage on worldwide O&G activity.

Fact-based, Event-focused
Information is broken down into concise abstracts
categorized by type of event (permit award, plan to drill,
discovery, plan to build, etc.).

Global oil & gas
activity tracking

Customizable
Clients can filter abstracts to personalized criteria
(including by project, country, company, topic, keyword,
time, etc.) and build customized reports that can be
delivered at a time and in a format of their choice.

Archived
The information abstracts produced since 1998 show
valuable project history and progression, organized in a
relational web database.

Web-based

Continuous Worldwide Coverage

Turning news into intelligence.

Including Canadian Oil Sands, Gulf of Mexico,
and North American Arctic (Onshore US and Canada
are currently under development)

The information can be accessed and retrieved from any
web browser connected to the internet.
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For more information on other PLS products and services,
call +1 713-650-1212 or visit www.plsx.com

To learn more on PetroWire, call +1 713-650-1212
or email info@plsx.com
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PetroWire is an advanced project-tracking database,
developed in conjunction with the industry to monitor
activity across the global oil and gas value chain.
This essential tool delivers market intelligence on
any prospect, property, play, platform, pipeline
or industry project through customized real-time
informative Alerts and Activity Datasheets.

PetroWire provides a simple way to track worldwide market
activity and global oil & gas projects.
PetroWire is the perfect tool for the busy energy executive looking for insight on their specific area of
responsibility whether tracking a company, country or industry project. The combination ‘Alerts’ and ‘Activity
Datasheets’ provide a highly condensed, continuously updated and entirely customizable feed consumable
in a variety of formats from your phone to your desktop and from email to pdfs.
–– All industry activity is aggregated, tagged and recorded in the database
–– Users can set up their own reports and alerts or use the unique map interface to drill down
–– Activity Datasheets offer solid historical information on various projects, prospects and permits

To learn more call +1 713-650-1212 or email info@plsx.com

Opportunity is a reflection of information.
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Alerts & Abstracts

Activity Data Sheets

Custom Reports

Industry activity, reports and IR materials are
exhaustively processed by PLS analysts who identify
incremental information and author short,
tightly focused Abstracts.

Information abstracts are compiled in Activity Data Sheets
with maps, general information and historical archives
dating back to 1998. These can be exported as PDFs
and shared with colleagues.

Clients can filter the abstracts to their criteria, customizing
reports that can be exported as a PDF. Regular reports
can also be received hourly, daily or weekly as
mobile-friendly email alerts.

